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Molecular characterization of hepatitis A virus isolates
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Hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection is a public health problem worldwide and the virus has been classified into six
genotypes. In Brazil, the only genotype that has been found is genotype I, predominately from subgenotype IA. Here,
the HAV genotypes were analyzed of 18 isolates circulating between 1996-2001 in Goiânia, state of Goiás, Brazil.
Viral RNA was extracted from 18 serum samples and amplified (RT-PCR/nested-PCR), followed by the genomic
sequencing of the VP1/2A junction region of the HAV genome. Sequences of 168 nucleotides were compared and
analyzed using the BLAST N, Clustal X and PAUP v. 4.10b programs. All samples were classified as genotype I, with
10 belonging to subgenotype IA and eight to subgenotype IB. The subgenotype IA isolates showed greater diversity
than the subgenotype IB isolates at the nucleotide level. Elevated identity values were found between isolates obtained in this study and those from other regions of the world, including Brazil, highlighting the high conservation
among different isolates of this virus. However, changes in the HAV subgenotype circulation could also be observed
during the evaluated period.
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Hepatitis A virus (HAV) infection constitutes a public health problem all over the world, including Brazil.
HAV is a positive single-stranded RNA virus, classified
as the prototype member of the genus Hepatovirus in the
family Picornaviridae (ICTVdB 2006). The viral open
reading frame (ORF) encodes a precursor polyprotein,
which through successive cleavages, gives rise to the
structural proteins (VP1-4), which are the viral capsid
constituents and the non-structural proteins (2A-C and
3A-D) (Siegl & Frosner 1978, Cohen et al. 1987, Totsuka
& Moritsugu 1999).
HAV isolates belong to a single serotype (Lemon
& Binn 1983, Lemon & Robertson 1993), but genomic
heterogeneity has been demonstrated based on different
genome regions, including those encoding for the virion
protein VP3 C-terminus (Jansen et al. 1990), the VP1
N-terminus (Robertson et al. 1991, 2000, Costa-Mattioli
et al. 2001b) and the VP1/2A junction (Robertson et al.
1992, 2000, Bruisten et al. 2001, Byun et al. 2001, CostaMattioli et al. 2001a), which is considered to be the most
variable (Robertson et al. 1992).
The characterization of these variants was carried
out through phylogenetic analyses, which identified
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six genotypes (I-VI) that differ among themselves by
15-25%. Genotypes I, II and III were further subdivided into subgenotypes A and B, which differ in approximately 7.5% of the base positions (Robertson et al.
1992, Costa-Mattioli et al. 2002, Lu et al. 2004). Genotype I is predominant all over the world, particularly
subgenotype IA (Robertson et al. 1992, Bruisten et al.
2001, Byun et al. 2001, Costa-Mattioli et al. 2001a, b,
Hussain et al. 2005, Poovorawan et al. 2005). In Brazil,
the only genotype that has been found is genotype I, especially subgenotype IA (de Paula et al. 2004). However,
subgenotype IB has also been observed to circulate in
the states of Rio de Janeiro and Pernambuco and in the
Amazon region (de Paula et al. 2002, 2006, Devalle et al.
2003, Villar et al. 2004, 2006).
In state of Goiás, a genomic characterization study of
nine HAV isolates carried out by de Paula et al. (2004)
identified only subgenotype IA. The present study, based
on samples obtained from 1996-2001, shows the circulation of both IA and IB HAV subgenotypes in different
periods of time in Goiânia, state of Goiás, Brazil.
PATIENTS, MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study material - This study was carried out on 18
HAV RNA positive samples, which were obtained from
serum samples from individuals with clinical symptoms of viral hepatitis. Thirteen of these samples were
anti-HAV-IgM positive. Twelve samples were from
males and six from females, from patients ranging in
age from 3-40 years old. The study was approved by
the Research Ethical Committee of the Federal University of Goiás (number 22000000289).
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Detection of HAV RNA - The viral ssRNA was extracted from 400 µL of each serum sample, using the
method described by Boom et al. (1990) with modifications (Fiaccadori et al. 2006). Reverse transcription was
carried out with the random primer pd(N)6 (Random
Hexamer, GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) following the protocol described by de Paula et al. (2002) with
modifications (Fiaccadori et al. 2006).
The amplification reactions, as well as the primers designed for the VP1/2A junction region, followed
the protocol described by de Paula et al. (2002). The
first amplification reaction was carried out using 5 µL
of cDNA. The reaction mix was added for a final volume of 25 µL and contained 0.8 mM of each primer,
F06 (CTATTCAGATTGCAAATTAYAAT) and F07
(AAYTTCATYATTTCATGCTCCT). The nested PCR
reaction was carried out using 1 µL of the amplicon
and the internal primers, F8 (TATTTGTCTGTYACAGAACAATCAG) and F9 (AGGRGGTGGAAGYACTTCATTTGA). The amplicons obtained were separated
in a 2% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide (0.5
µg/mL) for observation of the DNA fragments with the
expected size of 244 bp. Milli-Q sterile water and the
HAV RNA positive serum sample were used as the reaction controls, with the latter being kindly provided
by Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil.
Nucleotide sequencing - Amplicons of the expected
size were purified using the comercial kit Qiaquick® PCR
Purification (Qiagen, Uniscience, SP, Brazil) following
the manufacturer’s instructions. Based on the visualization of the DNA fragment in a 0.8% agarose gel stained
with ethidium bromide (0.5 µg/mL), DNA quantification was performed by visual comparisons with DNA
products with previously known concentration. Products
with at least 50-100 ng of DNA/µL of reaction were considered satisfactory for the DNA sequencing procedure.
The direct DNA sequencing reaction was carried
out in both directions, using an automatic sequencer
(MegaBACE 1000, GE Healthcare) and following the
procedure described by Sanger et al. (1977). The reaction system consisted of F08 and F09 primers, Thermo
Sequenase enzyme (32 U/µL) (GE Healthcare) and the
DYEnamic ET Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit for
MegaBACE DNA Analysis Systems (GE Healthcare).
Sequence analysis and phylogenetic relations The sequences obtained were analyzed initially using
the BLAST N program (ICTVdb 2006) (Altschul et al.
1990). For a comparative analysis between the obtained
sequences and the previously published HAV sequences
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/index.html), a region of
168 nucleotides from position 3024-3191 of the VP1/2A
junction region of the HAV genome were aligned using
the Clustal X program (Thompson et al. 1997). The phylogenetic analysis was performed using neighbor-joining
(Saitou & Nei 1987), maximum parsimony (Edwards &
Cavalli-Sforza 1963) and maximum likelihood (Felsenstein 1981) methods using the PAUP v.4.10b program
(Swofford 1998). Node solidity was evaluated by the

bootstrap procedure (Felsenstein 1985). The phylogenetic trees obtained were rooted with the HAV nucleotide sequences representative of genotypes IIA (CF 53),
IIB (SLF88), IIIA (GA76), IIIB (KPH), IV (Cy145), V
(AGM27) and VI (JM55). The sequences reported in the
present study were deposited in the GenBank database
under accession numbers EU430063-EU430075.
RESULTS

The comparative analysis of the 18 nucleotide sequences corresponding to a 168 bp region the VP1/2A
junction region showed nucleotide identity percentages
ranging from 88-100%. In addition, the product of the
18 nucleotide sequences (168 bp) was compared with the
corresponding sequence of the prototype strain HM-175
and the percentage of the nucleotide identity also ranged
from 88-100% (data not shown).
Furthermore, the comparison of these sequences
with different HAV strains previously published and
available in the public DNA sequence database (GenBank, ICTVdb 2006) showed high identity (96-100%)
with sequences classified as genotype I and particularly
with samples isolated in Brazil (Table).
Fig. 1 shows the phylogenetic trees constructed
based on the isolates from this study plus previously
published reference sequences representative of all six
genotypes and their respective subgenotypes (ICTVdb
2006). The trees were rooted with the representative
sequences of genotypes IIA, IIB, IIIA, IIIB, IV, V and
VI. All of the isolates clustered in genotype I, with
eight (44.5%) of these clustered in subgenotype IB and
10 (55.5%) in subgenotype IA, confirming the BLAST
N results (data not shown).
Subgenotype IA isolates presented diversity with the
percentages of the nucleotide identity ranging from 94100%. The isolates BrGO_47, BrGO_126 and BrGO_227
were identical to each other and were identified by the
denomination BrGO_HP 3 (haplotype 3).
The subgenotype IB isolates presented nucleotide
identity percentages ranging from 98-100%, suggesting less diversity within the group. Three isolates, identified by the denomination BrGO_HP 1 (haplotype 1)
(BrGO_11, BrGO_571 and BrGO_583) were identical to
each other and to the prototype strain HM-175 (M14707).
Also, two other isolates, identified by denomination
BrGO_HP 2 (haplotype 2) (BrGO_12 and BrGO_572)
were identical to each other.
An alternation was observed in the subgenotype circulation during this time period, with the replacement of
subgenotype IB at the end of 1996 and its reappearance
at the end of 2000 (Table).
The comparison of the predicted amino acid sequence to the VP1/2A junction region of the 18 isolates
is shown in Fig. 2. The identity among the predicted sequences ranges from 98-100% among isolates IA and
IB. The identity among the isolates from different genotypes ranges from 96-98% (data not shown). In the 25th
amino acid position, the IA isolates contain an Arginine
(R-Arg) and the IB isolates have a Lysine (K-Lys).
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TABLE
Comparison of the nucleotide sequences of isolates analyzed in this study with sequences previously published in databases,
using the BLAST N program
Isolate
BrGO_11
BrGO_12
BrGO_24
BrGO_47
BrGO_86
BrGO_90
BrGO_100
BrGO_109
BrGO_126
BrGO_162
BrGO_227
BrGO_302
BrGO_386
BrGO_568
BrGO_571
BrGO_572
BrGO_573
BrGO_583

Reference strain
/Access number
HAP343 / DQ198363
HAP343 / DQ198363
HAP343 / DQ198363
MG_350 / AY323002
BA_256 / AY322842
RJ_182 / AY322995
MG_350 / AY323002
MG_14 / AY323004
MG_350 / AY323002
PR_208 / AY323010
MG_350 / AY323002
MA_365 / AY322993
MA_365 / AY322993
HAP343 / DQ198363
HAP343 / DQ198363
HAP343 / DQ198363
HAP343 / DQ198363
HAP343 / DQ198363

Identity			
%
e-value
Genotype
100
98
99
99
98
99
98
97
100
96
100
100
98
99
100
99
99
100

DISCUSSION

The identification of subgenotypes IA and IB in this
study corroborates previous studies done in other regions of the country. This demonstrates that a genotype
I infection has an endemic character in Brazil, although
it is the only South American country in which the circulation of both subgenotypes IA and IB has been reported
(de Paula et al. 2002, 2006, Devalle et al. 2003, Villar et
al. 2004, 2006). However, this study differs from that of
de Paula et al. (2004), in which the analysis of the nucleotide sequence of the VP1/2A junction region showed
the occurrence of only subgenotype IA in isolates from
the state of Goiás. This would argue for the analysis of
a greater number of samples so additional information
could be obtained in order to increase the knowledge
about HAV strains in the region.
The isolates in this study showed a high degree of
identity with other Brazilian strains, which was also
observed in a study carried out with isolates from the
state of Rio de Janeiro (Villar et al. 2004), suggesting the
endemic circulation of isolates throughout the country
without the importation of strains from other regions of
the world. Additional studies are in progress to better
understand the evolutionary character of HAV isolates
obtained in different parts of the world.
Although the number of isolates analyzed was small,
an alternation in the circulating subgenotypes was observed. Subgenotype IB circulated until the middle of
1996, when it was replaced by IA, which circulated until the beginning of 2000. At this point, IB reemerged
and circulated until 2001. To our knowledge, data in the
literature showing HAV isolate alternation for compari-

9e-89
2e-80
2e-86
5e-84
1e-81
2e-86
5e-84
8e-77
9e-89
4e- 63
9e-89
9e-89
1e-81
2e-86
9e-89
2e-86
2e-86
9e-89

IB
IB
IB
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IB
IB
IB
IB
IB

Collection date
(month/year)
05/1996
05/1996
07/1996
10/1996
08/1997
09/1997
10/1997
12/1997
08/1998
02/1999
06/1999
10/1999
02/2000
09/2000
10/2000
10/2000
10/2000
02/2001

sons do not exist, so additional studies are necessary in
this area of research.
The diversity observed among the different genotype
isolates (II, III, IV, V and VI) inferred from the length
of the phylogenetic tree branch, was greater than that
observed among genotype I isolates. The subgenotype
IA isolates differed more from each other in terms of
their nucleotide sequences than those belonging to subgenotype IB. From a phylogenetic point of view, there
was strong agreement in the results obtained by the
three different applied methodologies (neighbor-joining,
maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood). However, the results obtained from the maximum likelihood
method suggest that the IB subgenotype could have originated from mutations in the subgenotype IA isolates.
This hypothesis is corroborated by the lesser diversity
found among the IB isolate cluster than the IA isolate
cluster. A wider ranged analysis is being performed to
investigate this hypothesis.
The predicted amino acid sequences showed a percentage of identity ranging from 98-100% in both subgenotypes (data not shown). Among the substitutions
occurring in these sequences, an Arginine (R-Arg) in
the IA isolates and a Lysine (K-Lys) in the IB isolates in
position 25 of the predicted amino acid sequences stand
out. These amino acids both contain positively charged
atoms, but it is possible that this substitution does not induce a change in function. This substitution was also observed among isolates in the state of Pernambuco (Villar
et al. 2006), which suggests the adaptation of these subgenotypes in Brazil.
The high identity values of the nucleotide sequences
and the predicted amino acid sequences among the iso-
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Fig. 1: phylogenetic trees using nucleotide sequences from HAV isolates. A: neighbor-joining method (Saitou & Nei 1987); B: maximum parsimony method (Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza 1963); C: maximum likelihood method (Felsenstein 1981). Eleven sequences were obtained from
GenBank (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and were compared to the 18 isolates sequenced in this study (in bold type). A segment of 168 nucleotides
was analyzed. The denominations BrGO_HP 1, BrGO_HP 2 and BrGO_HP 3 represent the respective groups of identical isolates: (BrGO_11,
BrGO_571 and BrGO_583), (BrGO_12 and BrGO_572) and (BrGO_47, BrGO_126 and BrGO_227). Roman numerals designate genotype
groupings, while A and B designate subgenotypes. GenBank reference sequences SLF88 (L07729), CF53 (L07693), AGM27 (D00924), JM55
(L07731), Cy145 (L07732), KPH (L07691), GA76 (L07668), HM175 (M14707), MBB (M20273), GBM (X75215) and RDJ (L07681).
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Fig. 2: comparison among the predicted VP1/2A junction region amino acid sequences of state of Goiás HAV isolates. The amino acids that
presented an alteration are indicated in bold type. The subgenotypes IA and IB are indicated on the right.

lates in this study and from other regions of the world,
especially Brazil, emphasize the conservation among
the different isolates of this virus. Now that there is an
extremely effective vaccine against HAV and currently
only a single serotype, there is the possibility of eradicating the disease worldwide if public vaccination campaigns are adopted by the government.
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